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Leading
the field

P

rodigious structures have
long been stalwarts of
the architectural culture.
Characterising the skies
of their city, their form, augmented
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the facade, masterfully weaves
the fabric of urban landscapes.
And an entity that has teamed up
with some of the most renowned
architects and developers in
this country deliver several
such architectural landmarks is
ALUPLEX.
ALUPLEX INDIA was established
in 1981 and has achieved a leading
position in manufacturing Building
Façade Systems. At present,
it has the largest curtain wall
manufacturing base at Gadwal
district in Telangana, which is
equipped with the most advanced
production and processing
facilities.
In 2008, ALUPLEX built a modern
state-of-the-art manufacturing plant
in Hyderabad with the total annual
production capacity of 200,000
sq-m. The CNC Machines are

sourced from Elumatec (Germany)
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and the company has extensive
and highly automatic sheet metal
processing facilities with an in-house
powder coating and PVDF line.
With the rapid and innovative
development process and demand
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has exported and executed turnkey
projects in Nairobi and UK, while
simultaneously carrying out number
of sites pan-India. ALUPLEX has
developed advanced standard
and bespoke aluminium windows
and doors and high performance
unitised glazing, skylight and
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cable-net systems, solar shading
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systems.
Their services cover pre-tender
support, design, engineering,
estimating, full production
drawings, fabrication, assembly,
delivery, installation and postinstallation service. The team
at ALUPLEX is equipped with
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managers to co-ordinate these
processes to the satisfaction
of the Owner/Architect/Façade
Consultant.
“SPEED + QUALITY = ALUPLEX”
this is the mantra that is

understood by all at the company,
combined with the advanced
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production and innovative design
that has made them the leader in
façade engineering in India.

India’s largest aluminium fabrication
plant at Gadwal, Telangana.
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